## Washington County Committee for Citizen Involvement (CCI)

**Tuesday, December 21, 2010**  
7:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.  
OSU Extension Service Offices, CAPITAL Center, Entrance D1 ~ 185th & Walker ~ Room 1411W

The CCI serves as the officially recognized citizen participation resource committee committed to the success of citizen participation in government decision-making processes. The CCI will evaluate the citizen involvement process, promote the CPO program, and assist the County in complying with Goal 1.

### Agenda

- **7:00 Welcome, introductions and minutes**
- **7:10 Evaluation of N. Bethany Community Planning Process and Plans for the Next Phase** - Mike Dahlstrom, Public Involvement Coordinator and Joanne Rice, Principal Planner, Washington County DLUT, and representatives from CPO 7 will describe the process to date. Plans for the next phase will be described and the CCI will be asked for input.
- **7:40 CCI Steering Committee Nominations\Elections**
- **7:50 Follow-up on CPO Boundary Discussion - Determine Representatives for Task Force**
- **8:10 BREAK**
- **8:20 Updates and Reports**
  - Dick Smith and Mary Beth Cottle - Citizen Involvement checklist
  - MCCI Update
  - CPO Updates
- **8:55 Meeting Evaluation**
- **9:00 Adjourn**

### CCI RULES OF MEETING SUCCESS

- Start on Time
- Stay on Track
- Stop on Time